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Electromagnetic form factors of light vector mesons

F. T. Hawes
Centre for the Subatomic Structure of Matter, University of Adelaide, South Australia 5005, Australia

M. A. Pichowsky
Department of Physics and Supercomputer Computations Research Institute, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 323

~Received 3 June 1998!

The electromagnetic form factorsGE(q2), GM(q2), andGQ(q2), charge radii, magnetic and quadrupole
moments, and decay widths of the light vector mesonsr1,K* 1, andK* 0 are calculated in a Lorentz-covariant,
Dyson-Schwinger-equation-based model using algebraic quark propagators that incorporate confinement,
asymptotic freedom, and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, and vector-meson Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes
closely related to the pseudoscalar amplitudes obtained from phenomenological studies ofp andK mesons.
Calculated static properties of vector mesons include the charge radii and magnetic moments^r r1

2 &1/2

50.61 fm, ^r K* 1
2 &1/250.54 fm, and ^r K* 0

2 &520.048 fm2 and mr152.69, mK* 152.37, and mK* 05

20.40. The calculated static limits of ther-meson form factors are similar to those obtained from light-front
quantum mechanical calculations, but begin to differ aboveq251 GeV2 due to the dynamical evolution of the
quark propagators in our approach.@S0556-2813~99!02803-4#

PACS number~s!: 13.40.Em, 13.40.Gp, 14.40.2n, 24.85.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic~EM! form factors of hadrons pro
vide an important tool for the study of bound states in QC
There have been numerous experimental and theore
studies of thep- andK-meson EM form factorsFp(q2) and
FK(q2) which have improved our understanding of the d
namics of quarks and gluons in hadrons@1–3#. Fewer studies
have been undertaken for the three independent vec
meson EM form factorsF1(q2), F2(q2), andF3(q2), even
though they would provide information about bound-st
dynamics that is unobtainable from pseudoscalar-me
studies alone. In particular, EM gauge invariance constra
thestatic limits(q250) of Fp(q2), FK(q2), andF1(q2) to
equal the charge of thep, K, and vector mesons, respe
tively. Hence, the values of these form factors atq250 pro-
vide no dynamical information. The lack of such a constra
on F2(q2) andF3(q2) means that vector mesons have no
trivial static properties~their electric and magnetic mo
ments!. These provide information about bound-state dyna
ics in the limit that the vector meson does not recoil from
EM probe.

Light vector-meson EM form factors have received le
attention than their pseudoscalar counterparts because
experimental determination is more difficult. The short lif
time of vector mesons~exemplified by the ratio of theK* -
andK-meson lifetimes,tK* /tK'10214) has so far excluded
the possibility of a direct measurement. However, indir
measurements of the static limits of the EM form factors
possible. For example, radiative decays of vector mes
such asr1→p1p0g, may be used to obtain their magnet
moments@4#, and charge radii may be inferred from thet
dependence of cross sections for diffractive vector-me
electroproduction. Such measurements are currently ac
sible at TJNAF, DESY, and FermiLab.

Herein, the EM form factors forr1, K* 1, andK* 0 me-
sons are calculated using model confined-quark propaga
PRC 590556-2813/99/59~3!/1743~8!/$15.00
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from Ref. @3# and vector-meson Bethe-Salpeter~BS! ampli-
tudes that are a simple extension of the pseudoscalar
amplitudes also developed in Ref.@3#. In the present study
the ramifications of employing vector-meson BS amplitud
that are closely related to their pseudoscalar counterparts
explored. The parameters introduced for the modelr- and
K* -meson BS amplitudes are determined from a fit to
experimental values for ther1→gp1, r→e1e2, and
K* 1→gK1 decay widths. The calculated vector-meson E
form factors, associated moments and charge radii, are
compared to those obtained by other theoretical studies@5,6#.
The motivation of this study is to develop simple model B
amplitudes for light vector mesons and to provide experie
and insight necessary for future studies of two- and thr
body bound states. Such model amplitudes are importan
a wide range of phenomenological applications includ
studies of effects outside the standard model@7#, diffractive
vector-meson electroproduction@8#, andr-v mixing @9#.

II. MODEL SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS

The use of model confined-quark propagators and me
BS amplitudes, based on studies of the Dyson-Schwin
equations of QCD, has proved efficacious to the study
hadron phenomena. The large number of observables co
lated within the framework using only a few mod
Schwinger functions allows one to constrain the model for
of these functions. Such constraints make the framew
highly predictive, which is tested in applications to proces
outside the domain in which the model Schwinger functio
were originally constrained. One example of this is found
Ref. @8#, in whichu-, d-, ands-quark propagators andp- and
K-meson BS amplitudes, developed in low-energy studie
p- and K-meson decays and EM form factors, were e
ployed in a study of high-energy (As>10 GeV) p-nucleon
andK-nucleon diffractive scattering and Pomeron exchan

In the following, thes-quark propagator parameters, orig
1743 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1744 PRC 59F. T. HAWES AND M. A. PICHOWSKY
nally obtained in Ref.@3#, are recalculated by fitting to
K-meson observables and quark condensates. This fi
proceedure leads to ans-quark propagator andK-meson BS
amplitude that are more consistent with recent numer
studies of the Bethe-Salpeter equation@10#.

A. Quark propagators and pseudoscalar BS amplitudes

Numerical studies@11# of the coupled, Dyson-Schwinge
and Bethe-Salpeter equations in theu- and d-quark sectors
obtain solutions similar in form to those developed in R
@3#. Recent and more extensive studies~which include the
s-quark sector! @10# obtainK-meson BS amplitudes that ar
qualitatively different than the model forms developed
Ref. @3#. To improve the connection between the mod
Schwinger functions employed herein and the solutions
tained from numerical studies of the Dyson-Schwinger a
Bethe-Salpeter equations, thes-quark propagator paramete
are refitted toK-meson observables.

The news-quark propagator is obtained by starting wi
the modelu-quark propagator and then allowing only two
the parameters to vary from theiru-quark values. The param
eters are determined by fitting theK-meson weak decay con
stant f K and massmK , and by demanding that thes-quark
in-vacuum ands-quark in-kaon condensates and curre
s-quark massms be the same as those obtained in Ref.@10#.
The first application of the news-quark parametrization is in
a calculation of the charge radii of the neutral- and charg
K mesons.

The form of the model dressed-quark propagators is ba
on numerical studies of the quark Dyson-Schwinger equa
with a realistic model-gluon propagator@11#. In a general
covariant gauge, the quark propagator is written asSf(k)5
2 ig•ksV

f (k2)1sS
f (k2), and is well described by the follow

ing parametrization:

s̄S
f ~x!5~b0

f 1b2
fF@ex# !F@b1

f x#F@b3
f x#12m̄fF@2~x1m̄f

2!#

1Cfe22x,

s̄V
f ~x!5

2~x1m̄f
2!211e22~x1m̄f

2
!

2~x1m̄f
2!2

, ~2.1!

where

F@x#5
12e2x

x
, ~2.2!

with x5k2/l2, s̄S
f 5lsS

f , s̄V
f 5l2sV

f , m̄f5mf /l, l
50.566 GeV, ande51024. This dressed-quark propagat
has no Lehmann representation and hence describes
propagation of a confined quark. It also reduces to a b
fermion propagator when its momentum is large and spa
like, in accordance with the asymptotic behavior expec
from perturbative QCD~up to logarithmic corrections!.

The parameters for theu- and d-quark propagators ar
assumed to be the same@SU(2)-flavor symmetric#. Their
values were determined in Ref.@3# by performing ax2 fit to
a range ofp- and K-meson observables. The resulting p
rameters are given in Table I.
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In the chiral limit (mf50), it follows from Goldstone’s
theorem that the pseudoscalar-meson BS amplitudeGP(k;p)
is completely determined by the dressed-quark propag
Sf(k) @10#. If the amplitude is taken to be proportional t
lowest Dirac momentg5 , it is given by

GP~k;p!5g5

BP~k2!

fP
~2.3!

for P5p or K mesons, whereBP(k
2) is the Lorentz-scalar

function appearing in the quark inverse propagatorSf
21(k)

5 ig•k Af(k
2)1Bf(k

2). Here, fP is the pseudoscalar-meso
weak-decay constant and can be evaluated from the
normalization:1

fP
25

pm

p2
NctrE d4k

~2p!4
BP

2~k2!

3S d

dpm
Sf~k1 1

2 p!g5Su~k2 1
2 p!g5

1Sf~k1 1
2 p!g5

d

dpm
Su~k2 1

2 p!g5D , ~2.4!

whereSf(k) is the propagator for a quark with flavorf and
f 5d(s) for P5p (K), BP(k

2) is the BS amplitude for the
pseudoscalar,P5p or K meson in Eq.~2.3!, with total mo-
mentum p and relative quark-antiquark momentumk, Nc
53, and ‘‘tr’’ denotes a trace over the Dirac indices.

Using the definition in Ref.@2#, the in-vacuum quark con
densate obtained from the model quark propagator of
~2.1! is

^q̄fqf&vac
m 52l3S ln

m2

LQCD
2 D 3

4p2

b0
f

b1
f b3

f
. ~2.5!

Theoretical studies~see Ref.@3# and references therein!

expect the ratiô q̄sqs&vac
m /^q̄uqu&vac

m to take a value in the
range 0.5–0.8. Although the fit toK-meson observables ca
ried out here prefers larger values for thes-quark condensate

1A formulation of quantum field theory is employed using th
Euclidean metricdmn5diag(1,1,1,1) with the convention that th
spacelikemomentumqm satisfiesq25q•q5qmqm.0 and Dirac
matricesgm that satisfygm

† 5gm and$gm ,gn%52dmn .

TABLE I. Confined-quark propagator parameters foru, d, ands
quarks from Ref.@3#. An entry of ‘‘same’’ for a meson indicates
that the value of the parameter is the same as for the quark fl
with which it is grouped.

f /meson b0
f b1

f b2
f b3

f Cf mf @MeV#

u,d 0.131 2.900 0.603 0.185 0 5.1
p same same same same 0.121 0
r 0.044 0.580 same 0.462 0 0
s 0.105 2.900 0.540 0.185 0 130.0
K 0.322 same same same 0 0
K* 0.107 0.870 same 0.092 0 0
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the observables are too insensitive to the value of the c
densate in this range to provide an independent determ
tion of its value. Hence, the magnitude of thes-quark con-
densate in the vacuum is taken to be 80% that of theu quark.
The scalesb1

f and b3
f in Eq. ~2.1! are flavor independen

(b1
s5b1

u andb3
s5b3

u) so that Eq.~2.5! fixes the value ofb0
s

50.80 b0
u .

A relation for the ‘‘in-kaon’’ quark condensatêq̄sqs&K
m is

obtained from Eq.~2.5! with the replacementb0
s→b0

K . As
with the in-vacuums-quark condensate, the observables c
sidered herein would be insentive to the value of the in-ka
condensate over a large range of reasonable values. H
its value is taken to be that obtained in the theoretical st
of Ref. @10#. Differences between the value of this conde
sate and the in-vacuums-quark condensate vanish in the ch
ral limit. Away from the chiral limit, the requirement that th
in-kaon condensate and the current-quark massms have the
same values as obtained in Ref.@10# at the renormalization
point m51 GeV determinesb0

K53.07 b0
s .

The K-meson massmK is determined from the relation

f K
2 mK

2 52^q̄sqs&K
m~mu1ms!. ~2.6!

The value ofb2
s is obtained by performing ax2 fit to the

experimental values off K andmK . The resulting parameter
are given in Table I; the resulting weak decay wid
K-meson mass, ands-quark condensates are given in Tab
II.

The first application that will serve as a test of the n
parametrization of thes-quark propagator is a calculation o
the charged and neutralK-meson charge radii. The charg
radius is related to theK-meson EM form factor by

^r K1
2 &526 lim

q2→0

d

dq2
FK1~q2!, ~2.7!

andFK1(q2) is obtained from thegK1K2 vertex:

Lm
K1

~p,p8!5 1
2 ~p2p8!mFK1~q2!1 1

2 ~p1p8!mGK1~q2!,
~2.8!

where p(p8) is the four-momentum of the initial~final! K
meson andq52p2p8 is the four-momentum of the photon
In this elastic (p25p82) process, the form factors depen

TABLE II. CalculatedK-meson observables ands-quark con-
densates evaluated atm51 GeV. All values are given in units o
GeV, except̂ r K1

2 &1/2, which is in fm, and^r K0
2 &, which is in fm2

@1#. Experimental values given for condensates are those obta
from theoretical studies~see Ref.@3#!.

This study Experiment

f K 0.112 0.11360.001
mK 0.491 0.49460.016

2^q̄sqs&0
1/3 0.198 0.175–0.205

2^q̄sqs&K
1/3 0.289 —

^r K1
2 &1/2 0.528 0.58260.041

^r K0
2 & 20.032 20.05460.026
n-
a-

-
n
ce,
y
-

,

only on q2 and GK(q2)50 for all q2. In the impulse ap-
proximation, thegK1K2 vertex is given by

Lm
K1

~p,p8!5 2
3 Lm

us̄~p,p8!1 1
3 Lm

s̄u~p,p8!, ~2.9!

with

Lm
us̄~p,p8!52NctrE d4k

~2p!4
Su~k11!

3 iGm~k11 ,k21!Su~k21!ḠK~k2 1
2 q;2p8!

3Ss~k22!GK~k;p!, ~2.10!

Lm
s̄u~p,p8!52NctrE d4k

~2p!4
Ss~k11!iGm~k11 ,k21!

3Ss~k21!GK~k2 1
2 q;2p8!Su~k22!ḠK~k;p!,

~2.11!

where kab5k1(a/2)q1(b/2)p, Nc53, GK(k;p) is the
pseudoscalarK-meson BS amplitude,Gm(k,k8) is the
dressed quark-photon vertex,Sf(k) is the dressed propagato
for a confined quark of flavorf, and ‘‘tr’’ denotes a trace
over Dirac indices. The adjoint pseudoscalar-meson BS

plitude is given byḠK(k;2p)5CTGK
T(2k;2p)C, where

C5g2g4 andT denotes the transpose of Dirac indices. T
propergK0K̄0 vertex is given by Eqs.~2.9!–~2.11! with the
relabelingu→d and the replacement of the coefficient2

3 by
2 1

3 in Eq. ~2.9!. For comparison, the propergp1p2 vertex
would be given by Eqs.~2.9!–~2.11! with the relabelingK
→p ands→d. The diagram corresponding to Eq.~2.10! or
~2.11! is shown in Fig. 1.

Evaluation of the EM form factors from Eqs.~2.9!–~2.11!
requires an explicit form for the quark-photon verte
Gm(k,k8). The quark-photon vertexGm(k,k8) transforms un-
der charge conjugation and space and time inversion
manner similar to the bare vertexgm and must satisfy the
Ward-Takahashi identity~WTI!. The most general quark
photon vertex, free of kinematic singularities, that fulfil
these requirements is written asGm

T(k,k8)1Gm
BC(k,k8) @12#,

whereGm
T(k,k8) is transverse to the photon momentumqm

5(k2k8)m and Gm
BC(k,k8), determined from the WTI, is

@13#

iGm
BC~k,k8!5

i

2
gm f 11

i

2
~k1k8!mg•~k1k8! f 2

1~k1k8!m f 3 , ~2.12!

ed

FIG. 1. One contribution to the propergKK̄ vertex.
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with f 15Af(k
2)1Af(k82), f 25@Af(k

2)2Af(k82)#/(k2

2k82), and f 35@Bf(k
2)2Bf(k82)#/(k22k82), where

Af(k
2) andBf(k

2) are the Lorentz-invariant functions in th
dressed-quark inverse propagatorSf

21(k)5 ig•kAf(k
2)

1Bf(k
2). The addition of transverse contributions to t

quark-photon vertex inGm
T(k,k8) is unimportant for the cal-

culation of observables at spacelike momenta@14#; they van-
ish as bothk2 andk82 become large and spacelike in acco
dance with the asymptotic freedom of QCD and vanish in
limit that k2k8→0 by the Ward identity. In the following
these transverse contributions are neglected and the dre
quark-photon vertex is taken to beGm

BC(k,k8).
Calculating the quark-loop integration in Eqs.~2.10! and

~2.11!, one obtains theK-meson EM form factors and asso
ciated charge radii. Their values are given in Table II.

B. Vector-meson BS amplitudes

The model vector-meson BS amplitudes, to be used
Sec. III to calculate the EM form factors of ther1, K* 1,
andK* 0 vector mesons, are similar to the pseudoscalar
plitudes discussed above. The ansatz for the vector-me
BS amplitudeVm(k;p) is

Vm~k;p!5Tmn~p!gn

BV~k2!

NV
, ~2.13!

where Tmn(p)5dmn1pmpn /M2 and M is the mass of the
vector mesonV. The BS normalizationNV is obtained from
the BS normalization equation, which is a simple generali
tion of Eq. ~2.4!.

The difference between the pseudoscalar- and vec
meson BS amplitudes is provided for by allowingb0

V , b1
V ,

and b3
V to differ from the valuesb0

P , b1
P , and b3

P . This
simple ansatz supplies a minimal difference that is suffici
for the purposes of this present study of the low-q2 behavior
of the EM form factors. For large values ofq2, one expects
that other Dirac structures, not included in Eq.~2.13!, may
be important. This is indeed what is observed in studies
pseudoscalar mesons, where the term proportional tog5g
•p(p is the total momentum of the pseudoscalar bound st!
must be included in the BS amplitude to reproduce the c
rect, asymptotic-q2 behavior of the form factor@16#. Higher
Dirac moments may also be important for the calculation
some hadronic decays. For example, in quark-model ca
lations, the particular choice of quantum numbers for theq-q̄
interaction which induces ther→pp decay has a consider
able impact on the coupling constantgrpp @17#. In particular,
this decay is better described within quantum mechanic
terms of an interaction that has2s11LJ53P0 quantum num-
bers, rather than3S1 , the latter being equivalent to a one
gluon-exchange interaction. Such sensitivity to the quan
numbers could show up in the present, covariant model
an enhancement of higher Dirac moments.

Using the simple ansatz given by Eq.~2.13!, it is impos-
sible to obtain simultaneous agreement with the experime
decay widths forr→pp, r→e1e2, and r→gp for any
e

sed

in

-
on

-

r-

t

f

e
r-

f
u-

in

m
as

al

reasonable2 choice of parameters. On the other hand, o
may obtain a satisfactory fit by relaxing the constraint
reproducing the experimental decay width forr→pp. This
may, in fact, support the notion that this process is parti
larly sensitive to higher-order Dirac structures in the BS a
plitude which have been neglected in Eq.~2.13!. However, a
complete study of the importance of higher Dirac mome
would require a careful analysis of the vector-meson
equation, its dependence on the eight possible Dirac st
tures present in the full vector-meson BS amplitude, and
extent to which higher Dirac moments affect vector-mes
observables. The present investigation of vector-meson
form factors is a necessary prerequisite of such a study.

The magnitude ofb0
r is closely related to ther-meson EM

charge radius and should take a value 0<b0
r<b0

p to ensure
the phenomenologically desirable result^r r

2&>^r p
2 &. In this

domain, varying the value ofb0
r affects ther-meson charge

radius by less than 10% and the median value of^r r
2& occurs

when b0
r' 1

3 b0
p . The constraint b0

V5 1
3 b0
P , where V

5r (K* ) andP5p (K), is employed here, as a means
minimize the number of free parameters in Eq.~2.13!. The
remaining parametersb1

r andb3
r are then obtained from ax2

fit to the decay constantsf r andggrp , andb1
K* andb3

K* are
fit to ggK* K . The resulting parameters are summarized
Table I and the calculated decay constants and their exp
mental values are given in Table III.

The formulas necessary to calculater1→gp1 are de-
scribed in Ref.@18#, while those necessary to calculater0

2The parameters are chosen so that the resulting vector BS am
tudes are monotonic functions ofk2, as observed in numerical stud
ies.

TABLE III. Calculated vector-meson observables. T
quoted magnetic moments are the dimensionless valuesGM(0)

where m5GM(0)e0/2M and quadrupole moments areQ̄
52GQ(0)(1/M2) whereM is the mass of the vector meson. Th
‘‘experimental’’ value of^r r1

2 &1/2 is estimated from diffractive elec
troproduction data@21# and results from relativistic quantum me
chanics are provided along with the standard deviation@6#.

This study Rel. QM@6# Experiment

f r 4.37 5.0560.12
ggrp 0.62 0.5760.03
ggK* K 0.98 0.7560.03
grpp 8.52 6.0360.02
gK* Kp 9.66 6.4060.05

^r r1
2 &1/2 0.61 fm 0.6160.014 fm ~0.61 – 0.65 fm!

^r K* 1
2 &1/2 0.54 fm

^r K* 0
2 & 20.048 fm2

mr1 2.69 2.2360.13
mK* 1 2.37
mK* 0 20.40

Q̄r1 0.055 fm2 0.04860.012 fm2

Q̄K* 1 0.029 fm2

Q̄K* 0 20.0049 fm2
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→e1e2 and r→pp are discussed in Ref.@8#. The decay
constantggK* K for the K*→gK decay is obtained from an
obvious generalization of the definition forggrp in Ref. @18#.

The coupling constantgVPP8 , associated with the deca
of vector mesonV into two pseudoscalar mesonsP andP 8,
is defined in terms of the decay width:

GV→PP85
gVPP8

2

4p

MV
12S 1

4
tr~lV@lP

T ,lP 8
T

# ! D 2

3S @MV
22~mP1mP 8!

2#@MV
22~mP2mP 8!

2#

MV
4 D 3/2

,

~2.14!

where T denotes the transpose of indices,@l i ,l j # denotes
the commutator ofl i andl j , andl i with i 5V, P, andP 8
are SU~3!-flavor Gell-Mann matrices associated with the m
sonsV, P, andP 8, which have good charge and are line
combinations of elements of theadjoint repesentation of the
SU~3!-flavor group. The use of Gell-Mann matrices in E
~2.14! provides the trivial SU~3!-flavor ~Clebsch-Gordan!
factors that arise when three elements of the adjoint re
sentation of the SU~3!-flavor group are coupled to eac
other. In the limit ofexactSU~3!-flavor invariance, the cou
pling constantgVPP 8 , as defined in Eq.~2.14!, would take
on the same value for all decaysV→PP8 involving the
SU~3!-flavor octet mesonsV, P, andP 8.

For example, the trace of the SU~3!-flavor Gell-Mann ma-
trices in Eq.~2.14! that arise for the archetypical decayr0

→p1p2 is

1
4 tr~l3 ,@l1

T ,l2
T # !51, ~2.15!

where l657(l16 il2)/A2 and l i ( i 51, . . . ,8) denote
the usual set of SU~3! Gell-Mann matrices. We observe th
for the particular decayr0→p1p2, Eq. ~2.14! reduces to
the well-known result.

The decayK* 1→Kp proceeds through two channel
namely,K* 1→K1p0 and K* 1→K0p1. From Eq.~2.14!
and the assumption of isospin invariance, one finds that

GK* 1→K0p1

GK* 1→K1p0

5S tr~lK1,@lK0,l1# !

tr~lK1,@lK1,l3# !
D 2

52, ~2.16!

where lK* 657(l46 il5)/A25lK6 and lK052(l6

1 il7)/A2. It follows from the ratio in Eq.~2.16! that

GK* 1→K1p05
1

3
GK* 1→Kp'16.660.3 MeV. ~2.17!

Hence, the experimental value of the coupling constant fr
Eq. ~2.14! is found to begK* Kp56.4060.05. As the trivial
SU~3!-flavor dependence of the decay widthGV→PP8 has
been included explicitly in Eq.~2.14!, differences between
the experimental values for the coupling constantsgrpp and
gK* Kp truly reflect the dynamical ramifications of SU~3!-
flavor symmetry breaking.

The discrepancy between the experimental values of
cay constants and those obtained in the model is some
greater for theK* meson. This may be due to the fact th
-
r

e-

m

e-
at

t

the s-quark sector has been the subject of far fewer stud
within the DSE framework than have theu- and d-quark
sectors. It follows that fewer observables are available
determine the parameters in thes-quark propagator. It is also
likely that the minimal extension of theK-meson BS ampli-
tude, used to generate a modelK* -meson BS amplitude, is
too simplistic to reproduce the experimental values of
coupling constants to withinggK* K(calc)/ggK* K(expt)21
'30%. Clearly, there is need for additional studies of theK
andK* mesons.

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS
OF VECTOR MESONS

The EM current of a vector meson is

^2p8l8uJm~q!upl&5Lmab~p,p8!«a~p,l!«b* ~2p8,l8!,
~3.1!

whereq52p82p is the photon momentum and«a(p,l) is
the polarization vector of a vector meson with helicityl.
Bose symmetry and charge conjugation require that
proper vertex satisfyLmab(p,p8)52Lmba(p8,p) so that
the most general Lorentz-covariant form ofLmab(p,p8) is

Lmab~p,p8!52(
j 51

3

Tmab
[ j ] ~p,p8!F j~q2!, ~3.2!

where

Tmab
[1] ~p,p8!5~pm2pm8 !Tag~p!Tgb~p8!,

Tmab
[2] ~p,p8!5Tma~p!Tbd~p8!pd2Tmb~p8!Tad~p!pd8 ,

Tmab
[3] ~p,p8!5

1

2M2
~pm2pm8 !Tag~p!pg8Tbd~p8!pd ,

~3.3!

andTmn(p) is defined below Eq.~2.13!. An alternative set of
tensors whose vector-meson Lorentz indices transform i
ducibly under spatial rotations in the Breit frame may
constructed from linear combinations of these@15#. The form
factors associated with this set ofirreducible tensorsare the
electric-monopole, magnetic-dipole, and electric-quadrup
form factors,GE , GM , and GQ , respectively, and in our
notation, they are related toF1 , F2 , andF3 according to

GE5F11
2

3

q2

4M2
GQ ,

GM52F2 ,

GQ5F11F21S 11
q2

4M2D F3 . ~3.4!

A. Impulse approximation

In impulse approximation, the propergK* 1K* 2 vertex is
given by

Lmab
K* 1

~p,p8!5 2
3 Lmab

us̄ ~p,p8!1 1
3 Lmab

s̄u ~p,p8!, ~3.5!
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with

Lmab
us̄ ~p,p8!52NctrE d4k

~2p!4
Su~k11!

3 iGm~k11 ,k21!Su~k21!

3V̄b~k2h1q;2p8!Ss~k22!Va~k;p!,

~3.6!

Lmab
s̄u ~p,p8!52NctrE d4k

~2p!4
Ss~k11!

3 iGm~k11 ,k21!Ss~k21!

3Va~k2h2q;2p8!Su~k22!V̄b~k;p!,

~3.7!

where kab5k1ahaq1bhbp in Eq. ~3.6!, kab5k
1ah (2a)q1bh (2b)p in Eq. ~3.7!, h11h251, h1 is the
fraction of total bound-state momentum carried by theu
quark, andVa(k;p) is the vector-meson BS amplitude. Th
adjoint vector-meson BS amplitude is given byV̄a(k;2p)
5CTVa

T(2k;2p)C, where C5g2g4 and T denotes the
transpose of Dirac indices. The propergr1r2 vertex is
given by Eqs.~3.5!–~3.7! with the relabelings→d and the
propergK* 0K̄* 0 vertex is given by Eqs.~3.5!–~3.7! with the
relabelingu→d and the replacement of the coefficient2

3 by
2 1

3 in Eq. ~3.5!. The diagram corresponding to Eqs.~3.6!
and ~3.7! is shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. One of two contributions to the propergrr vertex.

FIG. 3. The electric-monopole form factoruGE(q2)u for r1

~solid line!, K* 1 ~dashed line!, andK* 0 ~dot-dashed line! mesons.
The sign ofGE(0) is positive for each of the mesons considere
B. Numerical results

Having determined the parameters in the vector-me
BS amplitude, one may calculate the EM form factors
rectly from Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7!. The resulting form factors
are shown in Figs. 3–5.

The nodal structures of the form factors are typical
spin-1 systems.F1(q2) has a node at moderateq2, F3(q2)
has a node at a higherq2, andF2(q2) has no nodes. From
the relations in Eqs.~3.4!, one finds thatGE(q2) has then
two nodes,GQ(q2) has one node, andGM(q2) has none. The
node in GQ(q2) and second node inGE(q2) occur above
q2510 GeV2, and hence they are not depicted in Figs. 3–
The location of the first node inGE(q2) gives a measure o
the size of the vector meson. Its appearance at a smalleq2

for ther1 meson relative to that of theK* 1 is indicative of
the larger size of ther1.

The canonical measure of the size of a bound state is
charge radius, defined in Eq.~2.7!. The charge radius of the
r1 meson has also been calculated within relativistic qu
tum mechanical models@5,6#. The mean value of charge ra
dii ~and standard deviation! obtained by Refs.@5,6# is
^r r1

2 &1/250.6160.014 fm. The result of the present mod
is ^r r1

2 &1/250.61 fm.
It is important to note that the charge radii that result fro

our calculations of Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7! represent only the
contributions due to the quark-antiquark substructure of

FIG. 4. The magnetic-dipole form factoruGM(q2)u for r1 ~solid
line!, K* 1 ~dashed line!, and K* 0 ~dot-dashed line! mesons. The
sign of GM(0) is positive forr1 andK* 1 and negative forK* 0.

FIG. 5. The electric-quadrupole form factoruGQ(q2)u for r1

~solid line!, K* 1 ~dashed line! andK* 0 ~dot-dashed line! mesons.
The sign ofGQ(0) is negative forr1 and K* 1 and positive for
K* 0.
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vector meson. Additional contributions arising from mes
loops may be present but have been neglected in this s
and in Refs.@5,6#. In the case of the pion form factor, th
effect of includingp-meson loops is minimal, tending t
increase the pion charge radius by less than 15%@19#. How-
ever, meson loops have a qualitatively different effect on
vector-meson form factors. The light vector mesons are m
sive enough to decay into two pseudoscalars. Therefore,
pseudoscalar meson loops in vector-meson self-energies
rise to nonanalyticities associated with this decay. S
nonanalyticities may have significant impact on certain
servables, particularly the charge radii ofneutral particles.
An example of this is the semileptonic decaysK→p ln l and
p→p ln l . It was shown that subthresholdKp loops contrib-
ute significantly to the quark–antiquark–W-boson vertex for
timelike W-boson momenta@20#, the most significant effec
on an observable being an increase in obtained radius fo
p-K transition form factor by up to 50%. Nonetheless, sin
such contributions fall off rapidly with increasing spaceli
momenta, they are expected to have a smaller effect on
spacelikeEM form factors considered here. The role a
importance of pion loops in determining ther-meson EM
form factors for timelike and spacelike photon momenta
quire further investigation.

Although a direct measurement of ther-meson charge
radius is not possible at present, there is an empirical rela
between thet dependence of diffractiver-meson electropro-
duction and a ‘‘diffractive radius’’ of the vector meson. Th
‘‘diffractive radius’’ that is inferred from electroproductio
data isr r'0.6120.65 fm@21#. However, the agreement be
tween the ‘‘diffractive radius’’ and the charge radii obtain
in Refs.@5,6# and herein should be viewed with caution sin
the relationship between these quantities is not understo

It is apparent from Figs. 3–5 that the neutralK* meson
form factor is not identically zero for allq2. In general, the
EM form factors of charge-conjugate nonidentical, neut
mesons~such as theK* 0 andK̄* 0 mesons! will not be iden-
tically zero for all q2. This results from the breakdown o
SU~3!-flavor symmetry caused by the mass difference
tween theu and s quarks. The negative value of^r K* 0

2 & is
indicative of the larger mass of thes quark. Of course, the
EM form factors for the neutral-r meson are absent from th
present study because the assumption of exact isospin in
ance at the level of the quark dynamics@i.e., Su(k)
5Sd(k)] entails that they are identically zero for allq2.

Of course, the value ofGE(q2) at q250 is proportional to
the EM charge of the vector meson. In the numerical cal
lation of a neutral meson form factor, a result ofGE(0)5” 0
would be indicative of a violation of charge conservation
Eqs. ~3.6! and ~3.7!. In the present study, charge conserv

tion @i.e., GE
K* 0(0)50] is ensured in Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7!,

with the assumption that theu quark carries a fractionh1

50.45 of the total bound-state momentump while the s̄
quark carries the fraction 12h1 . In principle, h1 is not
constrained within quantum field theory to take on a parti
lar value. Hence, no observable should depend on the
ticular value chosen. Nonetheless, in calculations that
ploy model BS amplitudesG(k;p) that do not have the
correct dependence on the Lorentz-invariantk•p, one finds
that observables do exhibit a weak dependence onh1 .
dy
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~Here,k is the relative quark-antiquark momentum andp is
the total bound-state momentum.! For example, had the as
sumption of equal partitioning (h151/2) been made in Eqs
~3.6! and ~3.7!, a small violation to charge conservatio
would have ensued. This violation would have beenGE(0)
50.0032.

It was shown in Ref.@10# that charge conservation is ob
tained for any value of the momentum partitioningh1

through the use of BS amplitudes, satisfying the Bet
Salpeter equation in which the full dependence on the inv
antk•p is maintained. In this study, we have employed si
plified model BS amplitudes, having only the domina
Lorentz structureTmn(p)gn and arguments that areO(4)
symmetric; i.e., independent ofk•p. Therefore, charge con
servation was ensured through the choice ofh150.45 in
Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7!.

Overall, the agreement between ther-meson form factors
obtained from our model and those obtained from relativis
quantum mechanical models is quite good for smallq2. Be-
low q251 GeV2, both approaches are expected to be re
able and the agreement achieved may be indicative of t
For example, the mean charge radius and quadrupole
ment obtained in Ref.@6# are ^r r

2&1/250.6160.014 fm and

Q̄50.04860.012 fm2 while those obtained in the prese
study arê r r

2&1/250.61 fm andQ̄50.055 fm2, respectively.
However, the discrepancy between the magnetic-dipole
ment obtained in Ref.@6#, m52.2360.13 @e0/2M r#, and
that obtained in the present study,m52.69 @e0/2M r#, is
significant. An experimental determination of vector-mes
magnetic moments provides a tool with which to probe
various model frameworks.

Furthermore, in the present study, a close relation
tween the charge radius and magnetic moment of a ve
meson and the infrared behavior of its BS amplitude is
served. A measurement of either of these observables w
provide information about the infrared behavior of th
vector-meson BS amplitudes. Such information is importa
as it provides crucial constraints on future numerical stud
of vector-meson bound states in QCD.

An important difference between quantum mechani
models and Dyson-Schwinger–based models is that quan
mechanical models typically employ a constituent quark w
a massM r/2, while in our approach, quarks are confined a
haveno mass pole at all. The mass scales in the quark pro
gator Sf(k) of Eq. ~2.1! evolve dynamically with the quark
momentum, being constituent like neark250 and becoming
current like ask2→`. Therefore, at lowq2, one expects the
two approaches to produce similar results, and~with the ex-
ception of the magnetic moment! the results obtained herei
are in complete agreement with those of Ref.@6#.

However, aboveq251 GeV2 the results of relativistic
quantum mechanics begin to differ from those calcula
herein. For example, the location of the first node inGE(q2),
as obtained in Refs.@5,6#, occurs atq2'3 GeV2, while it is
found from our calculation to be near 1.73 GeV2. This dis-
crepancy results from two differences between quantum
chanical models and our Dyson-Schwinger–based mo
The first is the use ofdynamicalmass scales in the quar
propagatorSf(k) from Eq. ~2.1!, as discussed above. Th
transition in the quark propagatorSf(k) from a constituent-
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like quark to a current-like quark becomes important in
calculation of EM form factors for photon momenta grea
thanq2'1 GeV2. This feature is common to processes
volving photomeson transitions and has been observe
studies of diffractive electroproduction of vector mesons@8#
and theg* p→g transition form factor@22#. The second
difference is the sensitity of the vector-meson form factors
the lack of rotational covariance in relativistic quantum m
chanical models. The uncertainties in the vector-meson f
factors associated with this sensitivity become signific
aboveq251 GeV2 @5#. In contrast to this, the framewor
employed herein is fully covariant.

IV. SUMMARY

The electromagnetic form factors, associated mome
and charge radii, have been calculated for ther1, K* 1, and
K* 0 mesons within a Dyson-Schwinger–based model us
confined-quark propagators developed in phenomenolog
studies ofp- andK-meson observables and vector-meson
amplitudes that are closely related to the pseudoscalar am
tudes obtained from the same studies.

The calculatedr-meson charge radius and electri
quadrupole moment are in excellent agreement with the
ues obtained from light-front quantum mechanical mode
while the magnetic moment obtained herein is found to
t.
e
r
-
in

o
-
m
t

ts

g
al

S
li-

l-
,
e

20% larger than the mean value obtained from quantum
chanical models.

The experimental difficulties that must be overcome
directly measure the vector-meson EM form factors will co
tinue to limit our knowledge of these important observab
in the future. However, indirect measurements of their sta
limits are possible and provide important information abo
quark dynamics and vector-meson bound states. In part
lar, the quadrupole moment provides an excellent probe
the mass scales in the quark propagator, while the cha
radius principally probes the details of the vector-meson
amplitude. Information about infrared observables provid
constraints on and guidance for the construction of reali
models of the strong interaction as well as a test of our
derstanding of nonperturbative QCD.
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